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The Hoysalas were the feudatories of the Later, Chatukyas of Kalyana and when the latter became weak 

the Hoysalas defeated them and occupied the southern portions of Karnataka, roughly corresponding to the old 

Mysore State. The northern portions were occupied by the Sevunas who were also the feudatories of the 

Chalukyas. This factor is important because the Hoysala temples are generally concentrated in the southern 

parts of Karnataka and some parts of Tamilnadu. Being the political subordinates of the Chalukyas of Kalyana, 

the Hoysalas had ample opportunities to observe the architecture, and sculpture of their masters. Thus the 

Hoysalas inherited a school of architecture and sculpture which was rich in plasticity and sound architectural 

features. In a way they improved and added their own innovations to the Later Chalukyan school and made it 

their own. In this connection, it has to be observed that, some of the early art historians like Ferguson' and 

Percy Brown do not distinguish between these two schools at all. Both of them have included Hoysala 

architecture under the Later Chalukyan school. However, the later field work and survey by the officers of the 

State Archaeological Department have brought to light numerous Hoysala monuments of various sizes and this 

has proved beyond doubt that there existed a 'distinct school of art during the rule of Hoysalas, patronised by 

the kings, queens, officers and others. 

The most important feature of the Hoysala temple architecture is the special type of the stone used. It is 

greenish or blackish chloritic schist popularly known as the soapstone. It is a fine grained stone, malleable and 

ductile at the time of quarrying it from the mine but it has the property of becoming harder once it is exposed to 

sun. So the soft stone was easily quarried and fashioned into sculptures but with the exposure to sun it became 

very bud. This type of stone is available in plenty throughout southern districts of Karnataka and hence the 

hoysalas had no difficulty in finding enough stone of this type for hundreds of their temples. Very rarely their 

temples are built of granite also. For example the hoysala temples at Tonnur are built of granite and not of 

schist. However, the Hoysala temples built in the Tamilnadu area used granite only. Perhaps the Hoysalas 

employed local craftsmen and artists in the Tamil area who were proficient in the carving of granite due to the 

Chola phase of temple building activity. Secondly the granite was available in plenty in that area .whereas the 

schist was not available in good quantities to build temples. In this connection the comments of H. Cousens 

become highly relevant: "With the change in the material came a dimunition in the site of the masonry; and 

with the adoption of the smaller masonry was lost the power and .dignity that distinguished the older work. 
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Thus the fine grained soapstone dictated the size as well as the character of the Hoysala architecture. In Mandya 

and Tumkur districts the following temples are built of granite  

Narayana, Narasimha, Krishna and Kailasesvara temples at Tonnur. 

Channakesava temple at Kaidala, Narasimha temple at Maddur. 

The stellate or the star shaped plan is another originality that was introduced by the Hoysala artists. It 

did not have any gradually developing earlier stages and was a suddenly flickered idea representing vigour and 

elegance besides originality to Hoysala temples. Neither the cruciform plan of the Chalukyas of Kalyana nor 

the rectangular type of the Cholas was attractive enough for the Hoysala artists to emulate and hence they chose 

something different from both these two traditions which were well known in Karnataka by the time the 

Hoysalas started building temples. The stellate plan was in keeping with the outline of the sikhara which itself 

was star shaped. Secondly the star shape which in essence is an indented surface provided more space for the 

Hoysala artist to execute minute carvings which was his strong forte. Thus it served two purposes: Firstly it was 

parallel to the outline of the sikhdra itself and in this respect it could not have been otherwise. Secondly it 

created new ' space ' for the Hoysala sculptors which would not have been available ordinarily had it been a 

straight and unindented surface. 

Another factor that one has to notice is that this star shaped plan has no hard' and fast rules as far as the 

angles are concerned. Hence at some places if the angle is ninety degrees at other places it varies between 

twenty to ninety degrees depending upon other contributory factors. For example let us take the Madhavaraya 

temple at Bellur in Nagamangala taluk of Mandya district. The rear portion has many different angles, or a 

combination of different degree of indentations. The Channakesava temple at Nagalapura in Tumkur district 

has a uniform pattern of indentation throughout the sikhara portion at the rear. Its angles are nearly sixty 

degrees. But when we come to the frontal portion, the angle changes into right angles of unequal squares. 

However, this is not the case with Lakshmi Narasimha temple at Vighnasante in Tumkur district. In this temple 

the star shape is confined to right angles throughout, irrespective of the fact wheather it is the rear portion of the 

sikhara or the mandapa portion in the front. Thus there is a type of ' uniformity of employing right angles to 

create this stellate or star shaped, plan throughout the temple. Thus there is a great variety in the star shaped 

plan of the Hoysala temples. This has enriched the beauty of the Hoysala temples by providing an opportunity 

for the play of light and shade on the sculptures and the minute carvings.  

The jagati or the platform is another character that one notices in the Hoysala temples. The Hoysala 

temples are generally nirandhara or shrines without pradakshinapatha or circumambulatory passage. There is no 

such passage in the garbhagriha. Hence the jagati or the platform performs the function of an open 

circumambulatory passage. The jagati is also star shaped in plan; actually parallel to the outline of the sikhara. 

Thus it provides enough space for the devotees to go round the sikhara as a part of their ritual. It also has 

another purpose. As the entire sikhara is carved with innumerable number of sculptures of various sizes, the 

jogati provides space for the spectators to go round and see the minute carvings. As the carving, on the lower 

friezes are so minute, one can not appreciate their beauty unless one sees there from a nearby Position. They are 
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not like the huge sculptures of the Chola period where it becomes necessary for the spectators-to go a few yards 

away to have a fuller view and to appreciate the overall beauty of the sculptures. But this is reverse in the case 

of the Hoysala temples. Some of the friezes at the Hoysala temples which have stories from Ramayana, 

Mahabharata and Bhagavata carved on them are so minute that one has to look at them very Closely. In such 

circumstances, the jagati becomes meaningful and useful to look at and appreciate the beauty of these minute 

carvings from a vantageous point. The jagati is usually three to six feet in height and the temple is erected on it. 

It has to be remembered, that the Hoysala temples are not lofty ones as those of the Cholas but are of lesser 

height. Usually they range in height from twenty to forty feet. In such circumstances the addition of jagati gives 

the appearance of greater height to the temple. It also demarcates the temple proper from its surround-lags by 

the addition of the jagati which also follows the stellate or star shaped plan. Thus it provides a harmonious 

combination of these various elements. ` 

The Hoysala temples can be divided into five groups depending on the number of garbhagrihas they 

possess such as Ekakura (one garbhagriha), Dvikuta (two garbhagrihas.), Trikuta (Three garbhagrihas) 

Chatushkuta (four garbhagrihas) and Panchakuta (five garbhagrihas) Ekakuta is a structure with a single 

garbhagrtha, sukhanasi, navaranga—all axially arranged in the east-west direction. The Channakesava temple at 

Nagalapura in Tumkur district, Narasimha and Krishna temples at Tonnur Lakshminarasimha temple at 

Vighnasante are examples of ekakuta.  

In some cases ekakuta may have only a garbhagriha and a sukhanasi with or without a navaranga. 

However, a typical ekakuta consists of a garbhagriha which is square (inside), a square or rectangular 

sukhanasi, a square navaranga and a rectangular or square mandapa. In such cases the main entrance is usually 

opposite the navaranga doorway. The Yogamadhava temple at Settikere, Tumkur district is a ekakuta with an 

entrance at the opposite of the navaranga doorway. But in many cases the entrance is from the sides. For 

example, the Sankaresvara  temple at Turuvekere is also a ekakuta but it has a side entrance to the navaranga 

and not a straight entrance. The entrance is towards south.  

Dvikutas or two towered temples are not as many as the ekakutas or the trikuta temples. The dvikuta 

temples have two garbhagrihas by definition and are joined together by a, common navaranga. The two 

garbhagrihas may be in a line with a spaceous navaranga in the front of both or they may be in two opposite 

directions with a common navaranga and a manadaa with the main entrance. In some cases the garbhagrihas 

may not be in opposite directions, but side wise, with a common navaranga and a mandapa with main entrance. 

The garbhagrihas may contain two different forms of the same god or two different gods of the same pantheon 

like Saivism. Vaishnavism. To the first category belongs the Isvara temple at Arasikere where there are two 

garbhagrihas in a line, in front of which is a rectangular navaranga. The Mille Singesvara temple at Bellur also 

belongs to this type. They have only one entrance to the south though the garbhagriha is to the west of the 

navaranga. The Hoysalesvara temple at Halebid is a good example to the second category mentioned above. 

The Hariharesvara temple at Harihara is a good example of the third category. Sangamesvara temple at 

Sindaghatta is a fine example for the symmetry in dvikuta. Trikutachala temple was a very popular type with 
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the hoysala architects. Majority of the temples of Mandya and Tumkur districts belong to this category. In this 

category there are two sub-types. The first one is the arrangement of three garbhagrihas in a row in north-south 

direction with the entrance of each opening into a rectangular navaranga. This has two possibilities as far as 

entrances are, concerned. In the-first category, the entrance is in the centre alit-lost opposite to the doorway of 

the middle garbhagriha. The second category has two entrances on sides-north and south. The Mallesvara 

temple at Aghalaya is a good example of a trikutachala temple in a row and the main entrance in the centre at 

the narrow manadapa.  

The second category of the trikutachala temple contains three cells with a central garbhagriha at the 

west and two other garbhagrihas at north and south with a common navaranga. Usually they have a main 

entrance at the centre or two entrances, at the north and south of the mandapa. The Lakshminarasimha temple at 

Vighnasante is a good example of this type of trikutachala temple. The main (west) garbhagriha has an image 

of Kesava, while the north and south garbhagrihas tontain Lakshminarasimha and Viinugopala respectively. 

The temple at Hosaholalu also contains the same type of arrangement and has same gods in three gurbhagrihas. 

However, at Settikere, the central shrine contains Yogamadava, the north cell has Lakshminnarasimha and the 

southern cell has venugopal. Haranahalli and Nagamangala temples are similar to the Lakshinarasimha temple 

at Vighnasante as regards the deities are concerned. In the Mallikarjuna temple at Basral the central garbhagriha 

has a linga; the southern cell has a Vishnu and the northern cell has a Surya. At Bellur also the central cell has a 

linga whereas the other two cells contain Vinugopala and Lakshminarayana.  

Of all the temple types of the Hoysalas, trikuta temples, occupy a prominent place-not only by their 

number but also by their harmonious architectural features namely three Sikharas at three sides and the entrance 

at the east. Thus trikuta temples of the Hoysala period have been characterised as highly symmetrical structures. 

Chatushkuta or four celled temple of the Hoysalas has been found in Mandya and Tumkur  districts. The well 

know example of this type is the Lakshmidevi temple at Dodda gaddavalli. It has four garbhagrihas in four 

directions, each of which is connected by a sukhanasi and a navaranga. In this respect it is similar in some ways 

to the Jaina chaturmukha basadis, though it is not known if the Hoysala architects borrowed from the Jainas, or 

it is a logical development of the trikuta temples.  

Panchakutas or temples with five garbhagrihas are found at many places according to the epigraphical 

evidences, But actually not many of these temples mentioned in epigraphs have survived, to the present day. 

The Panchalingesvara temple at Govindanahalli in the Krishnarajapet taluk of Mandya district is a good 

surviving example in the area of our study undertaken here. It has five garbhagrihas in a row facing east in 

north-south direction. Each of the garbhagriha has a sukhanasi and a navaranga. The temple has not been 

erected on a jagati. There are two main entrances opposite to second and third navarangas with a manadapa 

respectively. There are two side entrances to both of them at north and south.  
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